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1. Write brief notes on THREE [3] of the following:
a. Hegemonyb. ldeology
c. lmperialismd. Reception studies
e. Consensus
2. Discuss, with examples, the role of transnational corporations in the
domination of cultures.
3. lt is often asserted that the role of governments in media management
varies according to the type of media. The assertion is that the print
media tend to be more 'free' or'independent' than the electronic media
(TV and radio). Discuss how true this is in the Malaysian context.
4. The role of the media, particularly in a developing country, is to help
maintain a given consensus. Critically evaluate this assertion using the
Malaysian media as a case study.
5. By referring to the works done by reception analysts like David Morley,
discuss how true it is to say that media audiences can 'read between the
lines'. Assuming that they can, does this rnean that media audiences are
'powerful'?
6. Discuss how power is exercised in Malaysia to control the media industry
and the implications for democracy.
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